Fun with Voltage-to-Frequency Converters

These converters have many applications. Consider using one in a project.

A voltage-to-frequency (VFC) converter is a type of voltage controlled oscillator. It is often only useful at lower frequencies and may have a narrow pulse output instead of a nice sine wave or square wave. I used them in many applications over the years. I will describe several to give you an idea of how you may use them to benefit your own projects.

Many of these examples render signal measurements into audible signals that the user hears. This allows the user to perform other tasks that may require visual attention such as making precision adjustments while listening to the relative results of those adjustments. This method offers resolution better than that available from the close examination of an analog meter because the human ear is very sensitive to small changes in frequency or pitch.

Remote Photocurrent Measurement

The application was to measure the photocurrent of a photodiode at a remote receiver in a free-space laser communication link circa 1978. I steered the laser telescope at the transmitter telescope and used the photocurrent measurement to optimize pointing. A trans-impedance amplifier turned the photocurrent from the receiver into a voltage to control the frequency of VFC that in turn drove a loudspeaker transducer from an old acoustic modem in a rubber cup (remember those?) that attached to the microphone of a telephone handset. I controlled the frequency range to vary between 300 Hz and 3000 Hz to accommodate the telephone system. A telephone link carried the audio from the receiver back to me at the laser transmitter so I could optimize link performance by maximizing the audio frequency and thereby the received optical signal level. It was a simple and effective solution to my problem.

The ICL8038 is the first chip I used as a VFC. Intersil called it a Precision Waveform Generator and Voltage Controlled Oscillator. The ICL8038 worked up to 300 kHz and had the decided advantage of simultaneous sinusoidal, square and triangle outputs. That made it more of a function generator chip than a VFC, but it’s the first one I used. It is obsolete now and frequency control by a voltage was not straightforward, so I recommend against using it and provide no schematic diagram.

Better choices today are the National LM331 and the Analog Devices ADVFC32. These are both much simpler to interface and very linear. I prefer the LM331 because it is in an 8 pin DIP package and works with a single supply voltage from 4-40 Vdc while the ADVFC is in a 14 pin DIP and calls for symmetrical ±15 Vdc supplies. Analog Devices also makes the AD7741, which is in an 8 pin DIP and takes a single +5 Vdc supply, but I have no experience with it.

All of these are super linear, at least to the degree that you can read an input voltage by displaying the output frequency on a frequency counter if you scale the input voltage range and output frequency range accordingly. Figure 1 is an example from the LM331 data sheet that shows the setup and suitable component values.

![Figure 1 — 1 mV to 10,000 V into LM331 results in 1 Hz to 10 kHz output.](QX1305-Green01)

Decimal values of capacitance are in microfarads (µF); others are in picofarads (pF); Resistances are in ohms; k=1,000, M=1,000,000.

Notes appear on page 10.
Audio Link

The ADVFC32 and LM331 data sheets show they are also able to serve as frequency-to-voltage converters. Figure 2 shows a fiber optic link I built in which an audio voltage modulates the frequency of a first ADVFC32 that in turn modulates light pulses into an optical fiber. A second ADVFC32 accepts pulses from the optical receiver to regenerate the original audio waveform. Think of this as an exercise in optical isolation. The input limiter helps maintain FM transmitter deviation in a desired range.

The BERT Trick

Both the LM331 and the ADVFC32 output narrow pulses. There is little audio energy in low duty cycle pulses, so the waveform is unsuitable for listening. There isn’t much to hear. I had the same problem with bit-error-rate testers. These instruments monitor the performance of serial digital communication links and output a narrow one bit wide pulse each time an error occurs. At 1 Gbps that pulse lasts only 1 ns. Most people lock their eyes on the error counter display to determine error rate or when errors occur. It’s pretty hard to make useful adjustments while you monitor the display. Instead, I chose to listen to the errors. Simply feeding the error pulses to a toggle flip-flop yields a high duty cycle waveform with lots of audible energy as in Figure 3. The same trick works with these VFCs. A toggle flip-flop divides the frequency by two and converts the pulse train to a 50% duty cycle square wave.

Alternately, a Don Lancaster trick divides the frequency by 10 and synthesizes a decent sounding sine wave. All audible solutions below use one of these frequency divider tricks to convert a train of narrow pulses into audible waveforms.

Another Photocurrent Measurement

The next project was another photocurrent measurement. This one utilized the sensitivity of the human ear to sense very small changes in pitch. I sent a fixed amount of unmodulated light into an optical fiber and used this instrument to indicate how much light came out the other end. The relative measurement was so sensitive that bending the fiber caused a noticeable decrease in the audible frequency due to the light lost in the bend. I intended this as a way to monitor fiber bending and strain when fiber is pulled during installation, where it often breaks. This method indicated a dramatic decrease in audible frequency before the fiber would break and so give the installer a chance to back off and try something else.

I patented this method. My company sold it to another party who subsequently paid the maintenance fee that will keep this patent in force until 2015.

Radio Frequency Signal Strength Measurement

I designed and built a field strength meter that indicates higher power as a higher audio frequency pitch. The circuit is simply an Analog Devices AD8307 log-detector with 500 MHz response driving an LM331 VFC and toggle flip-flop. The output voltage of the log detector represents the logarithm of the RF signal input strength, compressing a wide dynamic range input into a couple volts of output swing. Applying that voltage to control the frequency of an oscillator in the audio range provides a simple and effective way to communicate the signal value to your ear. I constrained the audio frequency range to between 300 – 3000 Hz to match telephone

Figure 2 — The fiber optic link uses ADVFC32s to transmit and receive audio.
line and FM transceiver capabilities.

The human ear easily differentiates very small frequency changes, allowing very high resolution and high sensitivity to small changes. Sensitivity to amplitude changes is very much poorer, as the human ear is able to resolve variations of about 1 decibel which corresponds to about –20% or +25%.

I meant this to be an instrument for the amateur radio community to make remote measurements of relative field strength. I thought it would prove useful to measure radiated signal level at some distance from the transmitting source, perhaps for antenna comparisons or to see if an antenna tuner adjustment is real and not a phantom dip in VSWR. In the shack, you would read the meter of an ordinary instrument, but remote operation requires a way to return the measurement data to the user while making adjustments that affect the remote reading. Conversion of the field strength reading to a varying audio frequency signal allows return of the measurement data via a phone line or an audio modulated FM radio link. Rotate an antenna and listen to measure the effect in the far field.

I walked around my workplace with the prototype and listened to different sources of RF. When I heard the data exchange as the RF reader interrogated my employee badge, I got the idea that this could become a cell phone and wireless detector. That might prove useful to sense such devices operating where they shouldn't. I built up another prototype based on an AD8313 log detector with 2500 MHz response to sense cell phones and wireless. With it I could tell which laptop had its wireless enabled when I walked up and down the aisle on a commercial airline flight with headphones connecting to the unit in my pocket.

Because airlines want RF emitters turned off, and because I worked for an airplane company that offers incentives for intellectual property, I patented this method as well. Again, you can look at the details in the patent online.

This is what I built into the two Altoids tins in the article “Hints & Kinks: Altoids Times Two” that appeared in QST and the ARRL Letter. Figure 4 is an excerpt from the patent. The decision circuit and light emitting diode indicator never existed and were an “attempt at completeness” by a patent attorney whom I will be glad never to work with again.

Company attorneys discouraged me from publishing actual schematic diagrams, but this is fairly simple to understand from the discussion. My hope is someone will notice this and license it for manufacture and sale. I wouldn’t benefit, but I am grateful for the benefits already received during my years of employment.

For extending the AD8307 logarithmic detector to work at low frequencies, refer to my QEX article “Fully Automated DDS Sweep Generator Measurement System”.

**Digital Multimeter Accessory**

This last project is a fairly recent attempt to overcome the worst problem of digital multimeters (DMM), the lack of a decent analog indication. Digital meters offer precision, resolution and accuracy that old moving needle analog meters never could. Analog meters did excel at indicating relative increases and decreases in magnitude.

Some DMMs add a crude bar graph display to indicate relative magnitude, but these are worthless except for large variations. No one would use such a display for any fine adjustment.

The use of a VFC in this application offers resolution that exceeds the resolution available from the moving needle of an analog meter. This is an obvious improvement, yet no vendor offers such a capability. Adding this to a DMM gives precise analog information that enables a user to perform adjustments that maximize or minimize any measurable parameter without even having to look at the DMM!

I set out to build an accessory for a DMM to demonstrate the concept. The nice thing about a DMM is that it performs all the scaling by converting all possible input signals, whether current, voltage, resistance, or any of a number of other parameters, to the range of the internal digital meter. This was ±200 mV for my demonstration unit. I added a gain of 10 before the VFC input to accommodate a 200 mV input range.

At this point, there is no advancement to the state of the art, and anyone can reproduce it.

Then I added three improvements that I thought would be desirable in a DMM.

1. I added an absolute value circuit, so that the VFC receives only positive going signals from the input.

---

Figure 3 — A method to make narrow pulses audible.

Figure 4 — A method and apparatus for detecting radio frequency signals.
2. I sensed when the input is negative and used this signal to change the way the audio sounds when the input goes negative to be able to tell the difference when listening. I tried switching between different waveforms such as sine waves and square waves and then settled on tremolo. When the input signal goes negative, a low frequency oscillator interrupts the voltage indicating waveform. This was very effective and much simpler to implement.

3. At the suggestion of my co-inventor, I added a squelch circuit to turn off the output when it wasn’t changing. This turned out to be difficult to implement, but it makes for much less annoying operation.

We applied for patent protection on these key features. Figure 5 from the pending patent application\(^3\) provides a general description.

**Online Patent Information**

Note that you need a TIFF viewer plug-in for your Internet browser to view the actual images of a patent or patent application on the USPTO website. The USPTO recommends several free TIFF viewers.\(^3\) Of these, I have the best results with AlternaTIFF.\(^3\) Without a TIFF viewer you can only read the text of a patent or patent application.

The message buried in this article is that you can search and read patents online. The USPTO site and the TIFF viewer are free. A huge amount of information resides on the site.

Eighteen months after the USPTO receives a patent application, it publishes it on their website, whether or not they ever grant patent protection, and usually while the application is still pending. Did you know that? That’s the deal you make to get patent protection and you or your company gain exclusive rights for a number of years, while you pay increasingly larger fees.

When the USPTO decides not to award patent protection, the information becomes public. If the USPTO agrees that the invention is not patentable for the applicable reasons, the information becomes public. If the USPTO agrees that the invention is sufficiently unique, they grant patent protection and you or your company may not award patent protection.

The adjective “patent” means readily visible, intelligible, or obvious. At that point, the information becomes public. If the USPTO agrees that the invention is sufficiently unique, they grant patent protection and you or your company gain exclusive rights for a number of years, while you pay increasingly larger fees to renew it.

So when you research a field of technology, consider looking among applications as well as patents. You can search on the names of known inventors, companies and areas of technology and look into what your competitors are doing. See the next great thing.

The USPTO also has a site called PAIR for Patent Application Information Retrieval that tells the licensing status of each patent and application and whether patent protection is expired for non-payment of fees.\(^4\) PAIR even shows the correspondence between the patent examiner and the applicant’s patent attorneys. It is all public information.

**In Conclusion**

Consider the utility of VFCs in your projects. You can send analog signals over a digital link, and you can listen to signals as they change. Enjoy!
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